PRESS RELEASE

Relaunch WebID-Website: Improved user experience and more indepth information on the complete product portfolio
Optimised presentation of the identification and signing solutions
Berlin, 25th January 2021

As of today, the new website of WebID Solutions GmbH can be reached under the domain
www.webid-solutions.de. The most significant innovations: improved user guidance and a
new technology section that clearly shows WebID's technological advances.
"Our product portfolio has grown considerably in just a few years and our website needs to
display this variety accordingly ," Frank S. Jorga, founder and CEO of WebID, explains the
reason for the relaunch. While the initial focus of the company was on WebID's invention, video
identification that complies with the Money Laundering Act, it now offers a wide range of
solutions for digital know-your-customer processes and digital signing: from online contracts and
age verification to identification for fraud prevention in e-commerce utilizing artificial intelligence
and biometric security.
Jorga adds: "Just as the positive user experience plays a major role within our products, this is
now also the case for the new company website, due toa modern layout and clear product
presentation." Whether website visitors are specifically interested in a certain identification or
signing product, or they want to inquire which solutions best digitise their processes - on the new
web pages they can easily and comprehensively obtain information and directly contact WebID.
Furthermore, a new section of the website provides an overview of the technologies underlying
WebID solutions. Users can find information on integration types and the Global Trust
Technology Platform, the worldwide ecosystem for online identification, signatures and fraud
prevention.
In addition to the new site structure, a refresh of the corporate design and technical
improvements for internal use took place. The website was already responsive prior to the
relaunch. Further content is already being planned: for example, case studies will show the
added value that WebID solutions offer in the value chains of their customers.
WebID Solutions GmbH
WebID is the pioneer of online identification in compliance with the German Money Laundering
Law. With its invention of video identification in 2012, the company created a completely new
market segment. To this day, WebID sets the standard for innovative identification methods, as
seen last 2020 with the invention of identification via online banking in compliance with the
German Money Laundering law.
With close to 10 million completed transactions, WebID is one of the largest providers of online
identifications in Europe. With the headquarters located in Berlin, Hamburg, Solingen and Kiel
are the other main WebID sites in Germany. Others are located all over the globe. The extensive
product portfolio includes numerous solutions for legally compliant online contract signatures and
digital know your customer processes: from the fully automated transaction using artificial
intelligence to video identification. In the area of identity management, WebID is entrusted with
5,5 million digital identities as of October 2020. As a digital ecosystem for companies, service
providers, institutions and consumers, the Global Trust Technology Platform GTTP is provided
by WebID for worldwide utilization of online identification processes, online fraud protection and
online contract signatures.
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WebIDs customers include Air Plus, Allianz, AMAG, Barclaycard, BAWAG-Group, BNP Paribas,
Check24, Deutsche Bank, DKB, ING, MMOGA, Postbank, Santander, Sparda-Banken,
Swisscom, Targobank, Trade Republic, Vodafone and many more.
For further information, please visit www.webid-solutions.de.
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